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Abstract: Data security is most important today, because the rampant data theft
resulting in a lot of misuse of data by irresponsible parties so that it makes us anxious
as data owners, for data storage it is usually stored in the database. From these
problems the idea emerged to create a cryptographic system where the system can
secure data by encrypting and decrypting also make data fully save and then the data
owned by the user. This study aims to secure the data in the database by encrypting
the original data without destroying the original data when later after decrypted. To
perform this security, a cryptographic methodology is used with both of method that
is Vigenere Cipher and Triangle Chain Cipher algorithms which are implemented in
the application because both of methodology have same root that is classical
cryptographic. This application will later be used as a medium for users to secure
their data in the database so that later data theft will not to be easy. After doing fully
research that produces applications that can implement combination of Vigenere
Cipher and Triangle Chain Cipher algorithms,data in the encrypted database field is
safe because encryption has been done to the data.
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INTRODUCTION
Data security is very important today, due to rampant data theft result in a lot of misuse of data so that it causes
anxiety for us as data owners, for data storage it is usually stored in database. Database is an organized collection of
data that is accessed and stored electronically from a computer system (Alasi et al., 2020).One of the data security
techniques is cryptography.
Cryptography is a data security method that has two processes, namely encryption and decryption. There are several
types of cryptographic methods, one of which is the Triangle Chain Cipher (TCC).(Irawan, 2020). In addition, there
is also the vigenere cipher method, which is one of the standard cryptographic algorithms that prevents attacks during
transmission (Alasi et al., 2020)
In a study conducted by (Ismail et al., 2021) with the research title "Email message security system using classical
cryptographic algorithms" which in this study discusses the security of email messages using classical cryptography
where by securing email messages the contents of the email become more secure. and it is not easy for unauthorized
persons to know.
In research conducted by (Nurdin, 2017) with the research title "Analysis and implementation of cryptography on
secret messages using the transposition cipher algorithm" in this study discusses the use of the Transposition Cipher
cryptographic algorithm in securing messages which is the purpose of security. This algorithm is an old algorithm
but can still be used as an alternative in securing data.
In research conducted by (Yusfrizal, 2019)with the research title "Design of cryptographic applications on text
using the reverse cipher and android based rsa method" in this study discusses the combination of reverse cipher and
rsa methods so as to produce better security.
Purpose of this research is to secure the data in the database by encrypting the data and then decrypting it if you
want to restore the original data.
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LITERATURE REVIEW
Cryptography
Cryptography is a branch of mathematics that explores mathematical approaches linked to data secrecy and other
elements of information security. but not every issues of information security will be mark in cryptography. However,
in cryptography, not all subject of information security will be handled(Tarigan & Maha, 2018). Process to convert
plaintext into ciphertext is called encryption, while the process to convert ciphertext back to plaintext is called
decryption or. Cryptography need parameters for the conversion process that are controlled by the single key or
several keys.
Cryptography can be interpreted as a science produce a secret message. the original message is referred to as
plaintext encoded into encrypted message which is that’s mean similar with ciphertext via the encryption process and
the ciphertext is change back into plaintext back through the process called description.(Yusfrizal, 2019)
Cryptographic algorithms are logical steps how hide messages from people who are not entitled to the
message.(Setyawati et al., 2021)
Cryptography is a knowledge and art to protect confidentiality of messages (data or information) with secret
technique in the form of a code that has no meaning(Dakhi et al., 2020).
Cryptography Classic
Classical cryptography is a character-based algorithm, that is, encryption and decryption are performed on each
character of the message. Cryptography has a long history, ranging from Caesar cryptography which developed in
BC to modern cryptography used in communication between computers in the 20th century. There are 2 most basic
techniques, namely substitution techniques and transposition techniques (Ismail et al., 2021)
Classical cryptography is character-based of cryptography (encryption and decryption are performed on each
character) and Modern cryptography is cryptography that works by using bit mode (expressed in 0 and 1)(Juliadi
et al., 2013).
Triangle Chain Cipher
The encryption algorithm, commonly known as Triangle Chain Cryptography or Triangle Chain, is an encrypted
one-time pad algorithm, the original idea from the length of randomly generated keys and encrypted plaintext keys.
Is the code that was born. However, for cryptographic algorithms that use triangular chains, these keys are
automatically generated using the chaining technique.
This triangular chain algorithm has a replacement rule based on the Caesar cipher, that is, by shifting characters.
The power of this cipher lies in the key, which is an integer value that indicates the character shift according to the
operation of the Caesar cipher. The second strength lies in the sequence of numbers that acts as a multiplier with
the keys. The series of numbers can be in the form of specific numbers, such as: B. Odd series, even series,
Fibonacci series, prime number series, number series that you can create yourself.
In fact, the triangular substitution cipher is not simplified, but with double encryption (double encryption), plaintext
is encrypted with triangular encryption I, and the first encryption result is re-encrypted with triangular encryption II.
Will be done. The one from Triangle II is the opposite of Triangle I (Irawan, 2020). The formula for the triangle
chain crypto algorithm is:
The first triangular encryption matrix for the 1st row:
M1j = A[ G ] + (D * E[ 1]) mod 256
For the 2nd row and so on for the value of G ≥ i:
CFG = C(F-1)G +(D * E [ F ]) mod 256
So the ciphertext value obtained is:
CFG at the value of G = (B+F)-B.
Second triangle encryption matrix
The A value is obtained from the CFG value at F = G For the 1st row:
C1G = A[ G ] + (D*E[1])) mod 256
For the 2nd row and so on for the value of G ≤ (B+1) – F:
CFG = C(F-1)j+(D*E[F])) mod 256
So the ciphertext value obtained is:
CFG at the value of F = (B+1)-F.
Information:
A = plaintext
B = Number of plaintext characters
C = Encoded container matrix
D = Key
E = Row (multiplier row by key)
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F = Multiplier index
G = Index of plaintext characters
The decryption process is the opposite of the encryption process. The next matrix operation in the decoding
process.
1) Since the operation of the first triangular decryption matrix is opposite to that of the encryption matrix, this
operation is the opposite of that of the second triangular encryption matrix. The value of H is a ciphertext table of
length B, that is H[B]. Apply the following formula to the first line(Irawan, 2020).
G≤(B+1)–F
C1G = H [ G ] - (D * E[ 1 ])) mod 256
As for the second and subsequent rows where the value of j i, the formula applies :
Mij = ( C(i-1) j - D * ( E[ F ] )) mod 256.
So the plaintext value obtained is:
Mij at the value of j = (N+i)-i.
The second triangular decryption matrix for the first row applies the formula:
Decryption matrix
C1G = H [Gj ] – (D * E[ 1 ])) mod256
As for the second row and so on, the value of G ≥ F, apply formula Cij = H[F-1]F – (D * E[ F ])) mod 256.
The plaintext value obtained is :
Mij at the value of G = (B+1)-F.
So the plaintext value obtained is:
CFG at the value of G = (B+F)-B.
Information:
H = Cipherteks.
B = Number of characters cipherteks.
C = The container matrix for the cipher results is used as plain text.
D = Key .
E = Row.
F = multiplier index.
G = ciphertext character index (Irawan, 2020)
Vigenere Cipher
The Vigenère cipher is a traditional cryptographic technique that employs a compound alphabetic substitution
mechanism. Unlike the Caesar cipher, which uses the single-alphabet substitution technique, which encrypts all letters
in a message with the same key, compound-alphabet substitution encrypts each letter with a distinct key. (Alhogbi,
2017)
If the key in the Caesar cipher is merely one value, the key in the Vigenère cipher is a row of letters. Each plaintext
letter will be encrypted with a distinct key thanks to the key in the form of a series of phrases. If the length of the key
used is less than the plaintext length, the key will be repeated until the plaintext length equals the key length. If just
one plaintext letter is known, this approach will reduce the chances of solving the ciphertext.
Here is the formula for the Vigenere Cipher

(Alasi et al., 2020)
Database
Database is a large storage area where there is a collection of data that contains not only operational data but also
descriptive data. As stated by Connolly and Begg (2015: 63), that the database is a collection of logically connected
data and a description of the data, designed to find information needed by an organization. In designing a database,
one of the things that needs to be considered is efficiency (Pahlevi et al., 2018).
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MySQL
Mysql is a well-known open source database server that is commonly used for servers and the Internet. MySQL is
commonly used in combination with PHP to construct dynamic and sophisticated server applications. MySQL has its
own function thats called SQL (Structured Query Language) and already been enhanced by MySQL(Istiono et al.,
2016).
MongoDB
The C++ language was used to create MongoDB, a document-oriented database. MongoDB grew in popularity as
a result of its capacity to store data quickly. MongoDB also offers strong scalability, meaning it can handle massive
volumes of data at a cheap cost. When compared to traditional relational databases, which consist of tables, SQL, and
schemas that must be established upfront, MongoDB's schema is less difficult, allowing users to employ dynamic
schemas comparable to JSON. MongoDB is a NoSQL database server, to put it another way.(Eka Putra, 2021)
ExpressJS
ExpressJS is a NodeJS framework that is useful for making it easier to create NodeJS-based applications using a
highly flexible and customizable design pattern. In addition, ExpressJS is also a very lightweight framework and is
suitable for creating web applications and API(FAJRIN, 2017)
FlowChart
Flowchart is a symbolic representation of an algorithm or procedure to solve a problem, using a flowchart will make
it easier for users to check the forgotten parts in problem analysis, besides that flowcharts are also useful as a facility
to communicate between programmers who work in a project team. Flowcharts help understand complex and lengthy
logical sequences. Flowcharts help communicate the course of the program to other people (not programmers) it will
be easier(Roni, 2019).
RESEARCH METHOD
The research methods used are:
1) Literature study by collecting various data from sources such as reference books, journals, internet and other
sources.
2) Analyzing the problem and solving it with the method used.
3) Preparation of reports.
RESULT
System Analyst
In this system analysis, it explains how the system works.

Figure 1. System Analyst Block Diagram
EnkripsiVigenere Cipher
Table 1. Vigenere Cipher Character Table

Table 1 describes the decimal code of the letters of the alphabet from A-Z.
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To prove it requires a calculation with the following:
Message
: HARAPAN
Key : UNHAR
Because there are more plaintext letters than keys, then
Message
: HARAPAN
Key : UNHARUN

Triangle Chain Cipher Encryption
The calculation process with the Triangle Chain Cipher method can be done by performing the encryption and
decryption process, for example in the following cases:
Encryption:
Triangle Chain Cipher Algorithm Encryption

Plainteks:
Table 2 is the result of the calculation of vigenerecipher
Table 2. Table of Cipher Vigenere Results
B
66

N
78

Y
89

A
65

G
71

U
85

A
65
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; R = N, i = R ; J =N

First Triangle Encryption Triangle Chain Cipher Algorithm
First Triangle Encryption Triangle Chain Cipher Algorithm
Line one ( i = 1)
j >= i : { 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 }
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The result of the first triangle decryption = -ìå_Y^D
Description of the second triangle:
Cipher = -ìå_Y^D
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Database Design
Database design is the design of the database owned by the system, from table relations to database relations.

Figure 2. Relationships Between Tables
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Figure 3. Database Relations
System Test
In this system test, encryption is carried out on the Performance Report Field in the lecturer table, the Performance
Report in the employee table and progress reports in the student table. This time, the encryption uses the key set by
the system, namely UNHAR for Vigenere Cipher and 3 for Triangle Chain Cipher.

Figure 4. Plaintext display result
In the first test there is a plaintext in the form of: Carrying out tasks as a Lecturer well

Figure 5. cipher display result
DISCUSSIONS
The use of a combination of 2 cryptographic methods is one way to strengthen the security of the data security
program in the database, this is because an irresponsible party must find the algorithm and the key used in this method
twice, which causes the cryptanalysis process to be long. The selection of the Vigenere cipher and Triangle chain
cipher methods is based on the fact that both are classical cryptographic techniques that can be combined.
CONCLUSION
The following are the conclusions from the implementation of the combination of the Triangle Chain Cipher and
Vigenere Cipher cryptographic algorithms in securing data in the database, namely:
In this study, the data security application used to keep messages secret in the database using a combination of the
Triangle Chain Cipher and Vigenere Cipher algorithms was successfully applied.
The level of data security using this combination of algorithms is strong because to be able to find the contents of
the initial message, you must search for methods from both algorithms.
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